Histological Features, Risk Factors, and Classification of Breast Cancer: A Rapid Review
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Abstract: Breast cancer (BC) is developing from cells of breast tissue and is caused by the presence of malignant cells, which are characterized by uncontrolled cell division, leading to abnormal growth (in situ carcinoma), and their ability to invade normal tissue locally. BC's diagnosis and treatment strategies have recently improved, but the incidence rates continue to increase. Worldwide, BC is the most common cancer in women. The aim of this study is to combine histological, classification, and risk factors in a small review for easy searching by clinical researchers. Currently, there are many studies on BC in Iraq or in other regions of the world. Therefore, combining these studies in one work may give an advantage in the clinical trials of BC. In conclusion, BC is the first of the ten top cancers in Iraqi women up to 2018.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer (BC) is the most frequent malignancy of women worldwide. The most repeatedly diagnosed cancer and cause of cancer death among women is BC [1]. It is developing from cells of breast tissue, this carcinoma caused by the presence of malignant cells, which can be described as uncontrolled cells division, leading to abnormal growth (in situ carcinoma), and their ability to invade normal tissue locally [2]. The primary tumor begins in the breast, but once it becomes invasive, may progress to the regional lymph nodes and become metastasize [3]. Previously, BC progression was seen as a multi-step process involving progressive changes from normal to hyperplasia with and without atypia, carcinoma in situ, invasive carcinoma, and metastasis [4]. BC is a main cause of disability and mortality among women, predominately young women, in low- and middle-income areas. Despite the fact that overall mortality and incidence rates continue to be lower than that of most privileged areas, case fatality rates from breast cancer remain remarkably high [5]. These high case fatality rates are probably caused by an inadequate awareness of the benefits of treatment and early detection, moreover the lack of appropriate facilities for diagnosis and detection, also deficient accessibility to primary treatment. The diagnosis and treatment strategies of breast cancer are recently improved, but the incidence rates continue to increase [6]. Worldwide, BC is the most common cancer in women. The new cases of women with BC in 2018 were more than 250000 in the USA, and breast cancer will be diagnosed in 12% of all women in the USA over their lifetimes [7]. Globally, about 2.1 million women were estimated with breast cancer in 2018 [8], as shown in figure (1.B). BC is the major public health problem and the leading cause of cancer-related deaths among Iraqi women [9]. In developed countries, the much higher incidence rates were counterparts in less developed and poor-resourced regions across the globe, the corresponding mortality rates are low, while Africa recorded 168,690 cases of diagnosed BC in 2018 with 74,072 deaths occurring, but in North America is reported to have recording 262,347 diagnosed cases of BC and 46,963 deaths [10-12]. In the other hand, in Iraq, BC ranks the first among the top ten malignant neoplasms affecting the community; comprising 19.5% of total (4996 cases) and 34.3% of female cancers (4922 cases). During 2016, 897 women died from that disease which is the registered as the first cause of cancer related mortality among Iraqi females (23.6%) and the second overall among males and females (12.1%) after bronchogenic cancer [13, 14]. The latest Iraqi cancer registry showed that the total number of BC cases was 4,529
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(4,422 in females and 107 in males), of which 989 were newly diagnosed. It remained the most common cancer among the Iraqi population since three decades forming 12.90 per 100000 populations in general, and 25.66 per 100,000 Iraqi women [15]. The incidence Rate (Per 100,000Population) of Top Ten Cancer, Iraq, 2015 as shown in figure (1.A).

Figure 1: Incidence Rate (Per 100,000 Population) of Top Ten Cancer, Iraqi (A) and Globally (B), 2018 [13, 15].

2. Risk Factors of BC

2.1. Gender

“BC effects on both men and women but the incidence is much higher for women. Overall, women are at 100-fold higher risk of BC than men [16-20].”

2.2. Age

“Besides sex, the previous data suggested that the aging is one of the most important risk factors of the BC, because the incidence of BC is highly related to the increasing age. In 2016, approximately 99.3% and 71.2% of all BC associated deaths in America were reported in women over the age of 40 and 60 years, respectively [21]. Therefore, it is necessary to have a mammography screening ahead of time in women aged 40 or older [22]. In Iraq, the same study suggested the mean age of BC incidence was from 50 to 60 years [23].”

2.3. Family History

“Nearly a quarter of all BC cases are related to family history. Women, whose mother or sister has a breast cancer, are a higher risk factor to incidence with this disease [24]. A cohort study of over 113,000 women in UK demonstrated that women with one first-degree relative with breast cancer have a 1.75-fold higher risk of developing this disease than women without any affected relatives. Moreover, the risk becomes 2.5-fold or higher in women with two or more first-degree relatives with BC. The inherited susceptibility to BC is partially attributed to the mutations of BC related genes such as BRCA1 and BRCA2 [25]. Chronic disease of a family member dramatically affects the whole family. A family history score based on expected as well as observed breast cancers in a family can give greater risk discrimination on BC incidence than conventional parameters based solely on cases in affected relatives [26].”

2.4. Reproductive Factors

“Ellingjord-Dale et al., (2017) were reported that the reproductive factors were to some extent associated with all subtypes; the strongest trends were with luminal-like subtypes. There were also found a significant protective effect of high parity after controlling for age at first birth and the other menstrual factors [27].”

2.5. Hormonal replacement therapy (HRT)

“Both endogenous and exogenous estrogens are related to the danger of BC. The endogenous estrogen is normally delivered by the ovary in premenopausal ladies and ovariectomy can lessen the danger of BC [28]. Oral contraceptives have been broadly utilized since the 1960s and the details have been moved up to diminish results [29]. By the by, oral
contraceptives don't build the danger of BC in ladies who quit utilizing them for over 10 years [30]. HRT includes the organization of exogenous estrogen or different hormones for menopausal or postmenopausal ladies. Various investigations have indicated that the utilization of HRT can expand the BC hazard [31]. The danger of bosom malignant growth has been appeared to fundamentally diminish following two years of halting HRT [32]. The repeat rate is additionally high among bosom malignancy survivors who take HRT, and the HR for another bosom tumor is 3.6 [33]. Since the unhealthy impacts of HRT were distributed in 2003 dependent on the Women's Health Initiative randomized controlled preliminary, the frequency pace of BC in America has diminished by around 7% because of the decrease in the utilization of HRT [34].”

2.6. Lifestyle

“Current ways of life, for example, over the top liquor utilization and an excess of dietary fat admission can build the danger of BC. Liquor utilization can lift the degree of estrogen-related hormones in the blood and trigger the estrogen receptor pathways [35]. A meta-investigation dependent on 53 epidemiological examinations demonstrated that admission of 35–44 grams of liquor for every day can expand the danger of BC by 32%, with a 7.1% expansion in the relative danger (RR) for each extra 10 grams of liquor for each day [36]. The cutting-edge western eating routine contains a lot of fat and overabundance admission of fat, particularly soaked fat, which is related to mortality (RR=1.3) and helpless visualization in BC patients [37]. In spite of the fact that the connection between smoking and bosom disease hazard stays questionable, mutagens from tobacco smoke have been distinguished in the bosom liquid from non-lactating ladies. The danger of BC is additionally raised in ladies who both smoke and drink (RR=1.54) (41). Up to now, collecting proof shows that smoking, particularly at an early age, has a higher danger of BC event [38-41].” A Summary of BC hazard factors shows in figure (2).

3. Histological Features and Classification of BC

“In contrast to different malignant growths, characterizing the movement of BC has not been conceivable because of an absence of markers that characterize hyperplasia (average and atypical), carcinoma in situ, and obtrusive disease [42, 43]. Notwithstanding, BC can be comprehensively sorted into in situ carcinoma and intrusive (penetrating) carcinoma [44]. Bosom carcinoma in situ is further sub-delegated either ductal or lobular; development designs and cytological highlights structure the premise to recognize the two kinds. In situ Ductal carcinoma (IDC) is significantly more normal than it's in situ lobular carcinoma (ILC) partner and incorporates a heterogeneous gathering of tumors. IDC has customarily been further sub-characterized dependent on the building highlights of the tumor which has offered ascend to five very much perceived subtypes: Comedo, Cribriform, Micropapillary, Papillary, and Solid [45], (figure 3).
4. Molecular Classification of BC

"Elidrissi M et al., (2017) were classified BC into distinct subgroups based on similarities in the gene expression profiles using the microarray technology [46]. At least five main molecular classes of breast cancer are currently recognized: Luminal A, Luminal B, HER-2, Basal, and Unclassified BC". The summary of above classification is shown in table (1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>Clinic-pathological definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Luminal A</td>
<td>Luminal A-like All of: ER and PR positive, Her-2 (negative, Ki-67 low &lt;14) Recurrence risk is low based on multi-gene expression assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Luminal B</td>
<td>Luminal B-like (Her 2 negative) ER positive, HER2 negative And at least one of: Ki-67 high ≥14, PR negative or low Recurrence risk is high based on multi-gene assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HER2 Positive</td>
<td>HER2 positive (non-luminal) HER2 over expressed or amplified Any Ki-67, Any PR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Basal-like</td>
<td>Triple negative (ductal) ER and PR absent, Her-2 negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Histological Classification of BC [48]
5. CONCLUSION: BC is the first of the ten top cancers in Iraqi women up to 2018.
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